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Bruno Guevremont is pictured at his gym in Victoria, B.C. Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013. Guevremont,a 14-year veteran, was one of dozens of navy clearance…
By Murray Brewster, The Canadian Press, November 10, 2013
OTTAWA - The would-be Taliban suicide bomber let loose a deep, audible sigh when Leading
Seaman Bruno Guevremont lifted the explosive vest from his shoulders.
It was the culmination of an extraordinary event that could have been ripped from a Hollywood
script, but instead has been buried since 2009 within a military bureaucracy that has yet to
recognize the extraordinary act of courage.
Bomb-disposal teams were often the rock stars of an army deeply entrenched in the hide-and seek
Afghan war with an enemy whose primary weapon was either the powerful roadside bomb or insidious booby trap. Guevremont, a 14-year veteran, was one of dozens of navy clearance divers,
whose expertise in dealing with explosives became crucial in the brutal five-year guerrilla fight in
Kandahar.
"I had my face on top of a bomb two to three times a day," Guevremont told The Canadian Press in
a recent interview.
His story has circulated among Afghan vets for years, but remained untold until he was
approached by CP last summer. His team was among the busiest deployed by the Canadian Army
to Kandahar, logging 96 reported calls, and defusing over 100 roadside bombs and booby traps
from spring until the end of 2009.
Not included in those statistics are the countless grim occasions when they were required to
secure and clean up the scenes of bombs that went off.
Over 40 bomb-disposal teams deployed to Kandahar during the five-year combat mission, but
their exploits were kept a closely guarded secret. The Canadian military banned identification of
the operators, as they did special forces soldiers, as a way of protecting them from retribution.
As a result, many of their harrowing stories have gone untold, and unrecognized.
An hour after he landed in Kandahar city for the first time in April 2009, Guevremont recalled
being dispatched to the provincial governor's palace, where three suicide bombers had blown
themselves up, leaving behind what he describes as a "bloody mess."
It was an ominous start to a tour that saw them handle up to five reported bombs a day, some of
them rendered harmless amid Taliban ambushes.
It is an intimate kind of war. On every occasion, Guevremont had put himself in the bomber's
mind, anticipating his intent and the devastating effects. Sometimes, it was like a mental battle of
wits with a shadow.
"You've got to be really, really switched on," said Guevremont, whose experiences have left him
with post traumatic stress. "You kind of become a good guy-bad guy kind of deal. ... It's never done
until it's done."
Continued on next page….
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The date was June 6, 2009. It was one of those blistering hot southern Afghan days without a
cloud in the sky. The team and accompanying soldiers of a quick reaction force roared up to
the provincial council office located in a barricaded, well-watered, somewhat leafy section of
Kandahar city. There was a report of a suicide bomber and Guevremont confronted an ashenfaced Afghan cop at the edge of the property.
The bomber was still loose, although within minutes, the radio reported the "suicider" had
been taken. What followed next was like something out of the Hollywood movie "The Hurt
Locker."
Two Afghan intelligence officers restrained the would-be terrorist, each holding one of the
bomber's arms. They were on a quiet road just outside the white-washed provincial building,
the seat of political power in Kandahar. Guevremont was stunned to see that the bomber was
alive.
He approached without wearing a bomb suit, and carrying only surgical scissors, wire cutters
and duct tape. The priority was to get the two intelligence agents out of the area.
So the bomber was tied to a nearby fence.
An armoured vehicle that jams cell phones moved close by to prevent any Taliban minders
from detonating the bomber's vest remotely. Guevremont felt everything slow down. An unexpected wave of heat washed over him.
"There was such an intensity around that guy, it just felt like I walked into a hot sauna," he
recalled. The bomber had been waiting for his target, the president's half brother Ahmed Wali
Karzai, when he was captured. He seemed remorseful, or at least left that impression with the
translators before they got to a safe distance.
The Afghans had pointed out the vest's power source before they left. Guevremont slipped
into the zone. "It was like the guy wasn't there any more and it just became a device," he said,
recalling the mental checklist of looking for spare power sources and anti-removal devices.
There were none.
"I knew exactly how it was made. I knew exactly where the wires were coming from. I knew
exactly what I needed to do."
Guevremont can still see the reams of orange detonator cord which secured the explosive.
It was heavy as he lifted it free. The bomber sighed and said something in Pashtu.
"It was like a big weight leaving him and that heat I talked about seemed to go away,"
Guevremont said.
He moved the vest to the middle of the street and completed tearing it a part. The bomber, as
interrogators later found out, was mentally challenged and had been beaten and starved for
two weeks to coerce him into the attack.
Had it gone off, the damage would have been enormous. It had been filled with homemade
explosive and filled with chopped up reinforced concrete bars to create the shrapnel.
Guevremont was never recognized for what his colleagues described as one of the "greatest
single acts of bravery" they'd ever witnessed. And the time limit of two years for such a
nomination has passed.
A spokeswoman for National Defence confirmed his case has circulated through the chain of
command. But Lt.-Cmdr. Kelly Williamson couldn't say what kind of consideration it was
given. "We are aware of a case involving Leading Seaman Bruno Guevremont," Williamson
said.
"Nominations for honours and awards are normally initiated by the in-theatre chain of command or the member's home unit. Currently, no award has been approved for this member."
Out of the dozens of teams that served, only three bomb-disposal technicians were recognized
with bravery medals, including one who received the Star of Courage, the third-highest military decoration. As many as 28 other lower awards were handed out, including two Meritori-
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National Update by Chuck Rolfe
We received a request about how to located William R. “Bill” Allen, ex RN, ex RCN, ex Public Ser vant (who had r etir ed fr om
the Ottawa area)from his Aunt in England. Bill was a Clearance Diver in the RCN, but had never joined any of the CNDA Chapters.
His Aunt had requested this information from both the National Defence Pension and the Public Service Pension Board , but they
stated it is not their policy to give any such information out to anyone, as Chuck Rolfe found when he contacted them personally.
We did trace Bill to an address in Golden Lake ON, but the trail disappeared thereafter.
ROY BUSBY – YMT 12 – MK 5 DIVING OPERATION
Roy Busby contacted us, Talking about Mk 5 Diver s, my cr ew and I in YMT 12 did daily stage dives in Mk 5 to 250 ft in
Bedford Basin for almost a month in 1965, searching for a lost experimental Towed Sonar body. The Naval Research Establishment(NRE as it was called then)was doing high speed towing from the MASSAWIPI(I think that’s how it was spelled), a small hydrofoil craft which was the forerunner for the experimental hydrofoil HMCS BRAS D’OR, when the towline parted and they lost
the Sonar body with all their experimental data. Naturally, being a bunch of “Boffins”(civilian scientists), Their estimate of where it
went down was just that, an estimate! We never did find it. This was a very interesting operation for us, because of the depth and
very silty bottom, we did not want to stir the bottom by walking on it. We lowered the stage, which was equipped with very powerful underwater floodlights, to about 10 ft from the bottom, and moved YMT 12 by winching between 4 moored buoys that had been
laid by the Queens Harbour Master. Of course bottom time was very limited, and the dives were long because of the necessary decompression stops. This operation was just before I went on exchange to Indian Head, Maryland at the USN EOD Facility, and I
remember it well because on one of my dives a mooring line parted under tension. Immediately I was being dragged across the
bottom at 250 ft, floodlights went out, and me yelling “pull me up, pull me up”! All I could think of at the time was hitting some
snag on the bottom – it wasn’t a very pleasant thought. That was 45 years ago, and those were priceless Mk 5 Divers, with Paul
Legallais my 2nd i/c, Nelson “Ike” Eisner my Chief and Stan Stephenson my Petty Officer. Regrettably, being so long ago, I cannot
recall all the crew, but THEY WERE ALL PRICELESS MK 5 DIVERS!!! Gilles LaRiviere informed us that both he and Dougie
Hughes were involved with YMT 12 at that time. Ron Girard also responded that along with himself, Doug Yee, Tim Joys, Mike
Kettle and Vic Couture were Divers on YMT 12 when Roy Busby was the Skipper conducting these searches. Ron says he has
some pictures of the crew, but may be missing some of the other crew. Tim Joys commented that I was part of the YMT 12 crew
under CO Roy Busby, and I do remember the mooring lines parting. A better mooring system fwd was needed for the mooring
lines, so we procured 2 large snatch blocks, and I welded 2 large rings on the fairleads up forward. Ike Eisner was onboard then,
because he suggested downward vertical welding. The last time I was out there, the rings were still in place! I was quite surprised
because I wasn’t that great a welder at the time.
ANOTHER HAIRY OPERATION – YMT 12
Gilles Lariviere comments on a differ ent Dive Oper ation involving YMT 12, with Peter Hill the Skipper and his Chief being
Mel Melanson. This dive was also in Bedford Basin for the location and recovery of a haul wire for the Defence Research people.
Gilles was the second Diver to go down, found the wire, secured a nylon line to the wire, and commenced the return to the surface.
He did the requisite stops
At 40 – 30 – 20 – 10 ft, but after only a short time at 10 ft, he experienced some dizziness, revolting motion, fatigue and visual disturbance setting in. Gilles recalls being hauled to the surface, seated on a bench, faceplate being opened at which time he immediately vomited. Unable to walk, he was carried into the Recompression Chamber to spend 40 hrs double Table 4 under the care of
Med A CPO Jules Fortin. Chuck Wilson also wrote his reminiscence about this situation, as follows. Gilles Lariviere was down
looking for a Haul Down Strop for the Towed Body from DREA when he got hit at the 10 ft decompression stop, and was falling off
the stage. The Chamber onboard was flashed immediately, the stage brought to the surface, his faceplate opened, whereupon we
were met with a steady stream of vomit. Gilles Tenders were LSCD Fred Lamorandiere and LSCD Chuck Wilson. It was decided
that Gilles had the flus, so YMT 12 quickly departed for HMCS GRANBY. CPO Med A Jules Fortin was the Medic in the Chamber with Gilles for the successful treatment.
REPLACEMENT CNDA MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Paddy Dutton in Edmonton AB asks does CNDA have a r eplacement member ship car d available? I used mine to get into a
Seaman’s Club in Jebel Ali, United Arab Emirate when I worked there some years ago, and forgot to pick it up when I left. My reason for asking is that a Cruise Line is offering incentives for those with past USA/CAN Military Service – maybe a break on booze!
I have my RCN discharge papers, but thought my Membership Card would do the trick. I will be going on a ship cruise out of Miami with my children in February, to celebrate my victory over that dread disease – cancer. We are going through the Panama Canal.
The CNDA National Office made him a new plasticized Membership Card for Paddy. This is a service which we provide to all our
members, simply request one from the Chapter you are a Member of, who have these cards for you. Chuck Rolfe also reminds all
that Military Cards are available upon request from National Defence.
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Trident News: 9 December 2013
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SMASHEX: Navy-led exercise
simulates catastrophe

Lookout: 7 October 2013

MS Wayne Clarke, 2IC for clothing at Base Logistics, and LS Andrew
Thorley of the Fleet Diving Unit (Pacific) show off the new cold weather gloves that were distributed to personnel last week. The gloves are
available for issue from clothing stores. These are worn when wearing
the 2-1 Rainjacket or CW black parka.
Lookout: Date Unknown
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Lookout News Article
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Lookout News Article

Editor’s note: The Lookout Newspaper was notified of the misspelling of Ordnance in this article.
They did notice but it was too late to change ...
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The mission of the Canadian Naval Divers Association (CNDA) is to keep Naval Divers, both
Serving and Retired, informed and aware of

CNDA
Founded
HALIFAX, N.S.
1981
President: Wally Green
FOUNDING MEMBERS

what is happening within CNDA and other
matters pertaining to Service Diving in Canada.
It is also intended to keep everyone in touch
with others of the diving community who may
have been friends and diving team members
from those tremendous days of service in our
past.

Glenn Adams
André Desrochers
Leo Goneau
Terry Havlik
Michael Walsh
First President: Stanley F. Watts

Contact Information
Tim Flath
Editor
E-mail: navydiver@bigfoot.com

Editor’s 10 Foot Stop
Happy New Year Everyone! I hope everyone had a great year last
year and wish for an even better one for this year….
First order of business: I would like to pass on a friendly reminder
that with the New Year some people will have received notification
that it is time to pay their annual membership dues. Each year we
find that some members change their contact information including
email addresses so for those who have not received a notice please
check with your Chapter Executive to make sure you are caught up.
Also please spread the word to those you know that it is either time
to renew their membership or perhaps join us. I like to remind people
that this is not just a retired divers association and that active service
members are very much encouraged to join in.
This issue I tried to keep things short and sweet but alas, at the
last minute I looked at all the material I had collected and decided to
make this issue all about news worthy items. Since I work in
Dockyard out here (at Base Construction Engineering), I get a
chance to pour through all the issues of the MARPAC Lookout
Newspapers and as well as some issues of the MARLANT Trident
News (although I do miss some issues). I couldn’t help but be
impressed at how many articles had a Navy Diving bend (no pun
intended) to them recently so I figured I would showcase all these
articles in this issue. I also received a rather lengthy submission from
the ever faithful Chuck Rolfe at the last minute (please keep the
submissions coming as you are my most regular contributor). After I
collected everything I find that I did not have enough room for
everything this time around so will have to do a carry over on some
of the articles in the next issue. Next edition is scheduled for 15 June
2014 so please consider providing interesting stories for inclusion.

We’re on the Web!
www.navydiver.ca

